



























































































































































































































































































































Kitahara Hakushu's View of Poetries by Young Children
－Song-like Speech in “Ryutaro's Poetries”－
Izumi Tanaka
　Selecting nursery rhymes written by school children in journal Akaitori , Kitahara 
Hakushu discovered new poetries “free verse” distinguish from children's song, and 
he encourage children to write poetries like that. Then, he became noticed poetries 
that spoken by preschool children, have characteristics of both children's song and 
free verse., and they tend to take on song-like form. In this paper, I discuss about 
“Ryutaro's Poetries” （Poetries by Hakusyu's son）, from view point the relationship 
between developmental property of young children's speech and their song-like 
poetries.
Keywords　Kitahara Hakushu, Children's Song, Free Verse by Children,
　　　　　　 Poetry by Children
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